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Name: Festiwal Modelarski - Kraków 2013  

Place: Museum of the Home Army, ul. Wita Stwosza 12, Kraków, Poland 

Date: 1
st

 and 2
nd

 of June 2013 (Sat, Sun) 

Type: The festival is open. It can include both individual modellers and affiliated and modellers clubs. 

Goal: 1. Popularization of scale modelling.   
2. Modelling promotion as an interesting form of leisure. 
3. Opportunity to explore the exhibition of the Museum of the Home Army in Cracow 

Agenda: Saturday: 
09.00 – 15.00 Models check-in 
09.00 – 18.00 Models Show 
18.00 – 23.00 Refereeing 
Sunday: 
09.00 – 14.00: Models Show 
12.00: Winners Announcement 
14.00: Closing 

Groups: S - Senior Age 18 & above 
J - Junior Age 14 - 17 
M - Youngster Age 13 & below 

Terms: Each participant may submit up to two models in each class, in this case only the best one will 
be included in evaluation process. There is no need junior attending in person but their 
performance confirms the authenticity by the keeper. In case of doubt as reported by the 
model, the organizers have rights to conduct discussions with the issuer of the explanatory 
model, and in his absence reserve the right not to include in the evaluation model.  

The organizers kindly ask for not collecting models until end of the show. 

Liability: Models are entered solely at the entrant's risk. IPMS Kraków and AK Museum are not liable for 
loss or damage to any model although we will do what we can to ensure safety of models. 

Evaluation: In case of absence of the required number of models, the judges have the right to combine age 
groups (younger to older only) or classes of models. 

In every class - according to the formula of the festival - will be at least three awarded prizes. 

Number of awards in a class is conditional, based on the level exhibited in the models. 

The evaluation model will be taken into account the following elements: quality of the model 
(combining accuracy and clarity of detail and painting), the degree of difficulty of the model, 
realistic appearance (the effects of painting, marking, and weathering) and the contribution of 
their own modeller work. Decisions of judges are final and not subject to dispute. 

Submision: Every modeller taking part in the Festival is purchasing the ticket to allow entry to the Museum 
for two days of the event. Ticket price is 10zł for Seniors and 5zł for Juniors. 

Contact: In case of any further questions, please contact ipms@ipmskrakow.pl 

Registration You can register online using the following link  
http://www.ipmskrakow.pl/fmk2013/register.html 
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Sub Cat Description 

Plastic ST1 Propellers, scale: 1:32 and above 

Plastic ST2 Propellers, scale: 1:48 

Plastic ST3 Propellers, scale: 1:72 up to 1:100 

Plastic SO1 Jets, scale: 1:32 and above 

Plastic SO2 Jets, scale: 1:48 

Plastic SO3 Jets, scale: 1:72 up to 1:100 

Plastic SM1 Helicopters, scale: 1:48 and above 

Plastic SM2 Helicopters, scale: 1:72 do 1:100 

Plastic SW Military aircrafts and helicopters, scale: 1:144 

Plastic SC Passengers and gliders, scale: any 

Plastic SP Aircrafts up to 1921, scale: any 

Plastic SF Space and SF, scale: any 

Plastic PK1 Military wheeled and half-track, scale: 1:35 and above 

Plastic PK2 Military wheeled and half-track, scale: 1:48 

Plastic PK3 Military wheeled and half-track, scale: 1:72 and smaller 

Plastic PG1 

Military tracks and self-propelled artillery, scale: 1:35 and 
above 

Plastic PG2 Military tracks and self-propelled artillery, scale: 1:48 

Plastic PG3 

Military tracks and self-propelled artillery, scale: 1:72 and 
smaller 

Plastic AR Artillery (ex. self-propelled), scale: any 

Plastic PO Civilian and WRC vehicles, scale: any 

Plastic PS Truck and special vehicles, scale: any 

Plastic FI1 Figures foot, scale: any 

Plastic FI2 Figures horses, scale: any 

Plastic FI3 Figures busts, scale: any 

Plastic FI4 Figures on stand (vignette), scale: any 

Plastic FI5 Figures SF and fantasy, scale: any 

Sub Cat Description 

Plastic OK1 Ships, scale: 1:400 and above 

Plastic OK2 Ships, scale: 1:401 and below 

Plastic DO1 Dioramas, scale: 1:35 and above 

Plastic DO2 Dioramas, scale: 1:48 and smaller 

Plastic WW Any other, scale: any 

Plastic VN Vintage, scale: any 

Paper KT1 Single engine, scale: any (paper) 

Paper KT2 Multi engine, scale: any (paper) 

Paper KT3 Jets, scale: any (paper) 

Paper KT4 Helicopters, scale: any (paper) 

Paper KT5 Ships, scale: any (paper) 

Paper KT6 Sailings, scale: any (paper) 

Paper KT7 Military vehicles, scale: any (paper) 

Paper KT8 Civilian and technical, scale: any (paper) 

Paper KT9 Buildings, scale: any (paper) 

Paper KT10 Figures, scale: any (paper) 

Paper KT11 Trains, scale: any (paper) 

Youngest MD1 Propellers, scale: any (youngest) 

Youngest MD2 Jets and civilian, scale: any (youngest) 

Youngest MD3 Tracks, scale: any (youngest) 

Youngest MD4 Wheeled, scale: any (youngest) 

Youngest MD5 Civilian vehicles, scale: any (youngest) 

Youngest MD6 Ships, scale: any (youngest) 

Youngest MD7 Figures, scale: any (youngest) 

Lajkonik LK1 Airplanes, scale: any (LAJKONIK) 

Lajkonik LK2 Military vehicles, scale: any (LAJKONIK) 
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Application Form: 
 

First Name:   

Second Name:   

Age:   

Organization (if any):   

City:   

Category:   

Scale:   

Models Name:   

Producer:   

Scratch build (yes/no)   

 
 

 


